
Benefits
 X No client install required
 X Data security guaranteed
 X Patient information up-to-date and  
shared instantly

 X No need for hard copies saving postal and 
print costs

 X Patient data readily accessible for analysis  
and reporting

 X Authorised users can access colleagues’ 
completed forms post-verification

 X Documents shared across service boundaries 
to support patient care.

Features
 X FormStream is a web-based electronic form 
(e-form) app you can use via web browsers on 
devices running Windows operating systems

 X Enter, save, process and upload your data in 
one place using bespoke e-forms

 X Integrates with national IT systems  
(see overleaf)

 X e-forms are auto-populated from demographic 
information using data from the patient  
admin system

 X Save draft e-forms and pick them up  
again later

 X e-forms can be created or updated anywhere 
using a tablet or mobile, synchronised on 
return to the clinic, and uploaded to the 
Electronic Patient Record (EPR)

 X Data in your e-forms is fully encrypted.

FormStream
e-form app for digitising
paper forms in the NHS

FormStream integration

FormStream e-forms: 
custom-built for your specific task.

Populate. Process. Upload.

£0.63+*
FormStream has saved 

the NHS

per document
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Distribution  
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Remotely start a 
form from a third 

party system

Clinical portal, e.g. 
Orion Health

FormStream integrates  
with national IT systems

Fulfilling NHS  
national requirements

 X File Note: provision of outcomes relating to 
Mental Health using ICD10 clinical coding

 X CHAD: assisting in the collection of 
community based health data and activity 
as NHS Scotland moves towards integrated 
health and social care

 X eMCCD: supporting the national electronic 
Medical Certificate for Cause of Death 
(eMCCD) process with a unique SCI-Gateway 
assigned serial number.

Operation notes
 X Search ICD10 or OPCS4 codes or descriptions 
and assign them directly inside the form – 
the full diagnosis or operation type is then 
displayed

 X MDT (Multi-Disciplinary Teams): removing 
dictation and transcription waiting times, 
the meeting document can be completed in 
advance and completed during the meeting.

Pre-op assessment: custom built e-form 
detailing patient pre-op assessment. 
Includes summary form output detailing 
important highlights of the completed 
form in the patient record.

Urology MDT: one of a set of custom built 
e-forms for use in urology MDT process.


